
Compact collection



In flush-fitted version, wine cabinets in 
 the Compact collection fit perfectly 

into your kitchen as their dimensions are 
determined by kitchen designers.
In free-standing version, they meet 
your space constraints and easily fit 
into your living room or cellar.

Wine that’s ready to drink 
whenever you want it!

M a n u f a c t u r e d  i n  F r a n c e

Co m pa c t .

All EuroCave wine cabinets and the Tête à Tête wine by the glass solution are hand manufactured in France  
and come with the highest Origine France Garantie label.

French manufacturing.



Available as single-temperature 

maturing cabinets, our Compact 

wine cabinets offer the same advantages 

as a natural cellar and guarantee a 

uniform temperature throughout the 

cabinet, which can be set from 5-20°C 

(recommended temperature 12°C).

Multi-temperature wine serving cabinets 

store champagne, red, rosé and white 

wines at an ideal serving temperature by 

staggering the temperature from 5-22°C.  

(5-12°C at the bottom and 15-22°C at the top). 

Available in 2 cabinet sizes.

Compact wine cabinets can hold from  

56 bottles, for the small model,

to 164 bottles, for the large model.

Maturing  
Ser ving

W ith no compromise in terms of 

protecting your wine, Compact 

offers a wide range of doors and finishes:

•  Full glass door with detachable handle for 
an attractive and premium finish 

•  Glass door with black frame which, once 
installed, allows you to take full advantage 
of your bottles

•  Technical solid door in the same colours 
as your kitchen for discreet integration 
(decorative panel not supplied)  

A front ventilation system and an air vent  

at the base of the cabinet  means you  

do not need to cut any additional holes  

in your worktop1.

Harmonious
integration

1Available only on small model.

Full Glass door

Glass door with black frame

Technical solid door



The “Main du Sommelier” (Sommelier’s hand) has been developed  

by EuroCave to provide a unique and flexible bottle support for  

all bottle shapes and sizes, fastened to the shelf. It ensures that vibrations 

do not affect your cherished wines. 

3 types of shelves are offered for optimal flexibility and  

equipment that most closely match your requirements.

Opt for storage shelves for greater capacity,  sliding shelves  

fitted with the “Main du Sommelier” bottle support for easy  

access to your bottles, or sliding shelves with a display kit to showcase 

your best bottles. For increased modularity,  EuroCave gives you the 

option of combining  these various shelves inside your wine cabinet.

Your bottles are also beautifully displayed and protected by amber 

mood lighting.

Flexible internal
equipment

Main
du Sommelier

Use

Free standing
flush-fitting

Maturing  
single-temperature 

Temperature can be set 
from 5-20°C 

Serving 
multi-temperature

Temperature gradient 5-22°C
At top of cabinet, 
temperature can be set 
from 15-22°C
At the bottom of cabinet, 
temperature can be set 
from 5-12°C 

Equipment 

LCD screen with  
touch sensitive keys

Temperature and 
humidity3 measured  
and displayed

Visual alarms: open door, 
sensor fault, temperature 
fault, charcoal filter, 
humidity level3

Dual action lock 

4 adjustable feet 

Wintering function

Shelves

Access pack4 
Combination of sliding 
and storage shelves

Premium pack4  
All sliding

Design 

2 sizes

Small - S
Large  - L

3 doors

Full Glass door with detachable 
door handle 
Glass door with black frame 
Technical solid door

UV-screened reversible door

Interior lighting:
permanent, when door 
opens, or disabled

1With rear stop.  Without handle. 2Capacity stated for «traditional Bordeaux» bottles. 3Maturing single-temperature only. 4The number of 
shelves varies according to the size of the cabinet. 
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Sliding shelf
8 bottles

Sliding shelf, with display kit 
 9 bottles

Storage shelf
50 bottles
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Because your wine drinking experience is important, EuroCave has created wine serving and storage solutions 
so that each tasting experience offers the full array of emotions, mirroring your encounter with the wine 
producer. And if, throughout the world, the best bottles are stored by EuroCave, it is because we are  
trail-blazers in terms of always having had this bold and passionate requirement of being the faithful interpreter 
of time that passes.

The EuroCave  
difference
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Discover our vision
of wine storage and service, 

for over 50 years.


